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About This Game

Detrita Battlegrounds is a twin stick shooter designed for PC where you fight stronger enemies in greater number over time.

Get overwhelmed and see where you stack up in the Leaderboards!

Master each of the unique ships and be the best pilot off the planet!
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Title: Detrita Battlegrounds
Genre: Action, Casual, Indie
Developer:
Guy Bits Games
Publisher:
Guy Bits Games
Release Date: 15 Aug, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7

Processor: 2.8GHz Quad Core

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce 540M 1GB

Storage: 600 MB available space

Sound Card: N/A

Additional Notes: That's my old laptop.
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Im gonna be honest here... I had no idea what the hell was going on not even a little
. Game was fun, mechanics were fun, past tense cause it caused me nausea. I'm hoping they fix that so I can play again.

Also be nice if it would snap you in place when you get close to the menu of or move them based on your perpective. Its
annoying trying to read from behind or odd angles.. I am not a pilot myself, but I am (studying) to be an A and P. The school I
study at has a couple C152s within the hanger, and we have spent many hours studying the ins and outs of these aircraft. So
while I am not familiar with the flight characteristics of a real 152, I know its design. And I must say, this addon has the aircraft
modeled perfectly. My person favorite details include the ability to open the doors, windows, ash trays and glove box, as well as
the ability to use the sun visor and manually spin the elevator trim wheel. Maybe not great selling points to pilots, but to any
detail oriented individuals, you may appreciate these as much as I did. The engine sounds are also very nice quality and a good
feature in this pack. The C152 is a small aircraft, and so I wasn't sure this pack would be worth the price, but the absolute
attention to detail has me completely sold. Well done devs.. Like it!

Has all the buidling blocks of the standard RTS, reminhas a homeworld feel to it.
Look forward to final product.

. This is the best half life game I've ever played. I love this game so much.. Nice little Indie game, I like the story and the
jumping puzzles are pretty good.. Audience ❤
☑ Beginner
☐ Casual Gamer
☐ Normal Gamer
☐ Expert

☼ Graphics ☼
☐ Bad
☐ Alright
☑ Good
☐ Beautiful
☐ Fantastic

♬ Music ♬
☐ Bad
☐ Alright
☑ Good
☐ Beautiful
☐ Fantastic

☠ Difficulty ☠
☑ Easy
☐ Average
☐ Easy to learn / Hard to master
☐ Hard
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☐ Unfair

§ Bugs §
☐ Bugs destroy the game
☐ Lots of bugs
☐ Few Bugs
☐ You can use them for speedrun
☑ Nothing encountered

☯ Story ☯
☑ There is none
☐ Bad
☐ Alright
☐ Good
☐ Fantastic

⚔ Gameplay ⚔
☐ Frustrating
☐ Sleepy
☐ Boring
☑ Fun
☐ Challenging

۞ Game time / Length ۞
☑ Really short (0 - 3 hours)
☐ Short (4 - 8 hours)
☐ Few hours (10 - 20 hours) [if you focus on the main story]
☐ Long (40-60 hours) [if you complete everything]
☐ Very Long (61-100 hours)
☐ Extremely Long (101+ hours)

$ Price / Quality $
☑ Full price
☑ Wait for Sale
☐ Don't buy
☐ Refund it if you can
☐ Free. Interesting Game. The puzzles are very challenging. The Graphics are beautiful and sharp. And the Sounds are cool.. A
game tells to us about a man that left in mortal adventures under caves, where him endless catacombs swarming crowds of
monsters will meet! A game is endless and there is ordinary deathmatch. All recurs and recurs. We collect things and restore a
health and many.

Graphic arts of 2d indie that simply tear up an eye, but merrily) Music is cheerful and dynamic.
Game simple! I recommend!. Cute game about a kitten trying to find the items his owner lost.
Graphic reminds of a child's drawing and suitable for small children.
About 10-20 Minutes long with 4 Story achievments.
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Great DLC for Fallout 3, you may or may not like it but I think you will. It has a great story and some very cool items, well
worth the money.. smash that like button. Twentynine Palms Airport is a great add-on! It is beautifully designed and uses very
little VAS(Virtual Address Space) memory. Using Blue Sky Scenery as the base photoreal scenery this airport add-on seamlessly
integrates over it. Best of all no OOM errors! I wished more airports were designed without excessive VAS usage.. Well It's
complete (at least until more DLC comes out)
While this game has plenty of naughty bit for the pervy types out there, it's actually very fun to play with a unique development
system that encourages you to upgrade your equipment.
SPOILER Don't sell off all the goodies you find as you may need them for other crafting items.
Also tho it is not over apparent you can redo some of the quests mutiple time. If they are in white for me after completing them
once, you can do them again if you choose.
The publisher HappyHand is very helpful with questions in the discussions group, so if you get very stuck drop him/her a note,
but I will say that appears that others may be able to support you also.
. The price of "free" is that there isn't much content. Still worth checking out though.. I've always wanted an indie fighting game
like this, but as of version 2.07, IGB stands in the middle ground between decent and underwhelming.

The game has almost everything the basic Smash clone should have; customizable rules, compatibility for 4+ players, AI to play
against, and plenty of stages and characters. There is no proper singleplayer mode yet, but at least the game itself can still be
played solo.

I'm no expert at Smash, so I can't judge the gameplay much. I can say that the controls for the game are a bit wonky, especially
with jumping; there is currently no option for you to flick the analong stick up to jump, instead you have to press a certain
button for it. Additionally, you can hold the jump button to achieve distances much higher than should be possible, it feels like
my character can fly at times...

My first gripe with the game is that there are so many "blank" or "grayed out" spots where finished characters/stages/features
will eventually be. This makes certain menus, such as the character and stage selects, much more frustrating to navigate than
they should be, as you have to spot out the character/stage you want over the sea of unplayable spots. Currently there's not much
of an indication that something's not playable until you reach the select screens, so you could come in wanting to play a certain
character (Hank for example) and be dissapointed to see that he's grayed out and unable to be selected. I hope the developers
address this issue in version 2.1, by at least taking out the completely blank character/stage slots in the menu.

Secondly, I feel that there's a lack of familiarity and name power as of this version. Of all the 29 playable characters currently in
the game, I can only truly recognize 8 of them. The entire first row of the character select screen is dedicated to first-party
characters made by Blob Games Studio, so people who haven't played their other games are going to be very unfamilar with a
huge chunk of the cast. This problem will be addressed in future versions of the game, as many more memorable characters
(Brad, OFF Batter, Bullet Kin, SCP-049, Fancy Pants, etc.) have been announced as upcoming fighters.

I think my last true problem with IGB is the sound design... or lack of. I have yet to fully experiment with all of the game's
sounds, but I'm positive that some audio bits that should be in the game are missing at this time. Some characters I have played,
such as Dust, do not seem to have voices yet, and a couple of them, such as Zee Tee, do not even have a jump sound currently.
As this is an Early Access game, I'm expecting that proper sounds will be coming in the near future.

TLDR: The game at this state is quite playable, but its weird controls, missing aspects (characters, stages, sounds) and
underepresentation of indie gaming diminishes its potential. I have faith in the developers that my problems with the game can
be solved in the (hopefully) near future, so I wish them all the best of luck.. Too scary for me xD It's good and simple actually
kinda...maybe - but I hate the new voice of Bishop
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